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Abstract: Parameter estimation based on the measurement data of the phasor measurement unit
(PMU) is an important approach for identifying the Thévenin equivalent parameters (TEPs) of power
systems. However, in the process of acquiring or transmitting data in PMU, measurement errors due to
external interference or internal system faults will affect the accuracy of parameter estimation. In this
paper, a TEP estimation algorithm based on local PMU measurement is proposed. The algorithm
considers the errors of the PMU and introduces Huber function and projection statistics (PS) to
eliminate the effects of outliers and leverage measurements, respectively. Additionally, a variable
forgetting factor (VFF) is used to quickly eliminate the historical data with measurement deviation
and track the changes of the system. The regularization technique is used to solve the divergence
problem in the inverse process of the ill-conditioned matrix, thereby improving the stability and
generalization performance of the algorithm. Finally, by minimizing the cost function of this algorithm,
a recursive formula for the equivalent parameter estimation is derived. The effectiveness of the
algorithm is verified on the IEEE 118-bus and IEEE 30-bus systems, and compared with recursive
least squares (RLS) and Huber’s M-Estimation; the mean relative errors decreased by 94.75% and
84.77%, respectively.

Keywords: parameter estimation; phasor measurement unit; equivalent circuit approach;
measurement errors

1. Introduction

The Thévenin equivalent (TE) method is a method that can simplify the power system and increase
the analysis rate. It is suitable for the current large-scale power grid, so it has been widely used in various
circuit analysis situations, such as power system fault calculation [1], voltage stability analysis [2,3],
power system adaptive protection scheme design [4], and rotor angle stability prediction [5], etc.
Therefore, in order to make the analysis more effective, the accuracy of TEP estimation is very important.
There are several methods for determining TEPs [6–10]. Based on the analysis of voltage-relaxation
characteristics of pulse discharge and pulse charge experiments, the literature [6] applied the time
domain method to extract the Resistor-Capacitance (RC) circuit parameters of the TE circuit battery
model. In [7], the proposed algorithm can be simplified to a standard recursive least square algorithm,
and after a limited time to track possible changes of parameters. In [8], the node–voltage equation was
directly used to construct a complex high-dimensional linear system to obtain the equivalent voltage,
and the LU factorization was used to achieve the rapid and accurate estimation of equivalent parameters.
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In addition, the recognition of TEPs based on local measurement data of PMU has attracted the
attention of scholars [11]. In these methods, no network topology but local measurement information
is needed. These algorithms are based on the following premise: TEPs remain unchanged during the
sampling period [12], and multiple cross-sectional data are used to identify the equivalent parameter.
In [13], a method-based online measurement was proposed to determine multiport TE circuit parameters,
where the equivalent was the reduction in the power flow model and was directly obtained by applying
the least square method to the boundary bus measured value to determine. The fast tracking Thévenin
parameter algorithm proposed in [14] can filter out oscillation without significantly delaying the
recognition process. However, in practical applications, problems such as line tripping, shunt capacitor
switches and generators reaching reactive power output limits will occur [15,16]. These problems lead
to inaccurate assumptions of the above method. Therefore, the problem of parameter drift caused by
time-varying operating conditions becomes very important [17]. In order to improve these methods,
the literature [18] proposed a method to calculate impedance of the online Thévenin at the generator
terminal, by using the frequency change rate available at the output of the PMU to correct the negative
effects of phase drift. In [19], the expression of equivalent impedance was derived by using the
Tellegen’s theorem and two measurements, and the Thévenin index based on sensitivity was further
derived based on method [20].

In addition, due to external interference or internal failure of the system, the measured value
of PMU data acquired or transmitted can be different from the actual value [21]. In order to deal
with this issue, some scholars have tried to use state estimation methods to solve problems caused
by erroneous data [21–29]. An optimal Thévenin model parameter estimation method was proposed
in [22], which did not need to solve a system of nonlinear equations with measurement and quantization
noise. In [23], based on the representation and manipulation of measured voltage phasors in the
complex voltage plane, a graphical method for deriving TEPs was developed. An extended Kalman
filtering method based on equivalence constraint was proposed in [25], which used a statistical
projection algorithm to improve the robustness of leverage measurements. In [26], a robust recursive
least square algorithm was applied to recognize measurement outliers and deal with missing data.
Additionally, in [28], a regular term was introduced into the robust least-squares estimation to realize
the prior conjecture of model parameters, and the anti-interference ability of measurement noise and
gross error were improved. In addition, in [29], a generalized multivariate Huber loss function is
proposed to realize parameter estimation in a linear model contaminated by non-Gaussian noise.
The above methods have reduced the influence of erroneous measurement and noise in some PMU
measurement data. However, their performances cannot solve the problem of algorithm divergence
caused by the ill-conditioned matrix inverse and lack the robustness and adaptive tracking ability when
the system changes. According to the analysis of the ill-conditioned Thevenin equivalent parameters
equations, a method based on Schmidt’s orthogonalization transformation is presented in [30] to obtain
precise solutions. A dynamic state estimation methodology was proposed in [31], which combined a
new regularization-based method with a Markov model representation to improve estimation accuracy
over classic methodologies based on static load pseudo measurements. The tracking capability of
the robust recursive least square (RRLS) algorithm was improved by adaptive adjustment of the
forgetting factor in [27], and this algorithm was used for estimating electromechanical modes of power
systems. Based on [27], a dynamic regularization method was introduced in [28] to improve numerical
performance for online estimation of power-system electromechanical modes.

Therefore, in order to reduce the influence of erroneous measurement of PMU and ill-conditioned
matrix inverse on the estimation accuracy of TEPs, a Huber’s M-Estimation algorithm based on the
variable forgetting factor (VFF) and projection statistics, abbreviated as HU-PS, is proposed in this
paper. The M-estimation based on projection statistics is used to filter the measurement data and
determine the TEPs through the recursion formula. In this way, the effect of erroneous measurement
on the equivalent parameters is eliminated, and the problem of ill-conditioned matrix inversion is
solved. Additionally, the real-time tracking capability of TEPs was also enhanced.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a method of TEP estimation
named HU-PS. Section 3 selects IEEE systems to conduct the case analysis. Finally, Section 4 presents
the conclusions of this paper.

2. TEP Estimation Method

2.1. Variable Forgetting Factor

The forgetting factor is a fixed value in the classic RLS algorithm, which means that the influence
of historical data is eliminated at a fixed rate. However, when the system structure suddenly changes
or the measurements are wrong, the fixed forgetting factor cannot eliminate the influence of historical
data in time, so errors will still occur in the subsequent period. An error-based VFF method is proposed,
which can be adaptively adjusted according to the changes in the power system and erroneous
measurements result.

When the system is running in a nonstationary state, the tracking ability of the algorithm can be
enhanced by selecting a smaller forgetting factor and using data only in relatively recent times. In the
stationary case, it is necessary to keep the forgetting factor around an appropriate value. The forgetting
factor should be between 0.95 and 0.99 [32]. According to the analysis above, the VFF is represented by
α and defined as follows:

α =

[
1

1 + β(k)

]αmax

αmin

(1)

β(k) = µ1ε
2(k) + µ2ε(k) (2)

In Equation (1), αmax and αmin are the upper and lower limits of the VFF. αmax is usually slightly
smaller than 1, and the value of αmin is related to a specific problem but should not be too small, so as
not to affect the stability of the value. In Equation (2), ε(k) is the estimated error at time k; µ1 and µ2 are
error sensitivity coefficients, which are used to control the rate of forgetting factor. µ1 can maintain the
stability of its value; µ2 can transfer the error size to the forgetting factor, so the forgetting factor can
track changes of the system. For systems with large convergence errors, the value of µ2 is relatively
small, while the value of µ1 is relatively large, and vice versa.

2.2. TEP Estimation Method Based on VFF, PS, and Huber’s M-Estimation

TE theorem states that in power systems analysis, a series model of equivalent impedance Z
and equivalent power source E can be used to replace systems other than the load node under study.
Figure 1 illustrates the TE circuit observed from the load side.
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Figure 1. TE circuit observed from load node. Figure 1. TE circuit observed from load node.

In Figure 1,
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Ik are the voltage and current phase values of the load bus at time k, respectively.
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equivalent potential and equivalent reactance of the TE model, respectively. The basic relationship of
the TE circuit can be obtained from Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law, and then, dividing it into the real part and
imaginary part, the following equation can be obtained:

Ak = BkLk + ρk (3)

where
Ak =

[
Urk Uik

]T
(4)

Bk =

[
1
0

0
1

−Irk
−Iik

Iik
−Irk

]
(5)

Lk =
[

Erk Eik Rk Xk
]T

(6)

where Ak is the voltage measurement matrix at the kth time sample; Bk is the measurement coefficient
matrix at the kth time sample; Lk is the TEP to be estimated; ρk is the vector of random errors, which are
caused by signal noises appearing on the input terminals of PMU [33].

When the voltage and current data measured by PMU are used for TE circuit parameter calculation,
they are sometimes inaccurate due to measurement noise and the existence of PMU measurement
error, which further leads to the large deviation between the solved TE circuit and the original circuit.
In order to identify TEPs more accurately and reduce the systematic error of the TE circuit, a robust
adaptive algorithm was adopted. The cost function of the algorithm can be expressed as:

ρk(Lk) = 0.5λ‖Lk‖
2 +

k∑
i=1

η2
i α

k−1ζ(ri) (7)

The above formula can reduce the influence of erroneous measurement data on TEPs identification
and improve the real-time tracking performance of TEPs. To further explain Equation (7), the first
term is the positive definite term, which is used to solve the inverse problem of an ill-conditioned
matrix, and at the same time, it can prevent overfitting, improve the generalization performance of
the model, and enhance the anti-interference ability to system noise and erroneous data. The second
term is used to reduce the influence of erroneous measurement data on TEP identification accuracy,
where λ is the generalized regularization parameter; α is the forgetting factor, which is used to weight
the measurement data at different times, highlight the contribution of the new data by forgetting old
data, and improve the real-time tracking capability of parameters; ηi is the coefficient that characterizes
the leverage measurement and is determined by applying PS on Equation (5).

ηi = min
{
1, (ci/Pi)

}
(8)

where Pi is the measure of the distance from the measured value to the center of the measured point
and ci is usually set to 1.5 to produce good statistics under different distributions without increasing the
deviation caused by the outliers. Additionally, in Equation (7), ζ(ri) is the M-estimate function, which is
used to constrain the influence of residuals and eliminate the influence of measured outliers on the
equivalent process. In general, the Huber ρ-function is most widely used in the M-estimation [34,35],
which is given as Equation (9).

ζ(ri) =

 1
2 ri

2, |ri| ≤ d
d
∣∣∣ri

2
∣∣∣− d2

2 , |ri| > d
(9)

where d= 1.5 is a common choice in the Gaussian distribution [35] and

ri = (Ai −BiLi)/sηi (10)

s = am · bm ·mediani|Ai −BiLi| (11)
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In Equation (10), ri is the standardized residual and s is the robust scale estimate used to improve
the robustness of M-estimation. In Equation (11), am = 1.4826 is to ensure the consistency of the method
under Gaussian distribution [36] and bm is a correction factor under Gaussian distribution. Define:

u(ri) = ∂ζ(ri)/∂ri (12)

ϕ(ri) = u(ri)/ri (13)

then

ϕ(ri) =

 1, |ri| ≤ d
d
|ri |

, |ri| > d (14)

In order to minimize the cost function (7), differentiate the cost function ρk(Lk) with respect to Lk
and set the result to zero, and then obtain:

FkLk = Gk (15)

where

Fk = F∗k +
ϕ(rk)

s2 BT
k Bk (16)

F∗k = αFk−1 + λ(1− α)I (17)

Gk = αGk−1 +
ϕ(rk)

s2 BT
k Ak (18)

Equations (16) and (17) can be written using the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula [37] as:

F−1
k = (F∗k)

−1
−

1
s2ϕ(rk)(F∗k)

−1Bk · (I +
1
s2ϕ(rk)BT

k (F
∗

k)
−1Bk)

−1
BT

k (F
∗

k)
−1 (19)

(F∗k)
−1 =

1
α

F−1
k−1 −

λ(1− α)
α2 F−1

k−1 · (
.
I +

λ(1− α)
α

F−1
k−1)

−1

F−1
k−1 (20)

It can be derived from (15) and (18):

Lk = F−1
k (αFk−1Lk−1 +

1
s2ϕ(rk)BT

k Ak) (21)

Substituting (19) and (20) into (21) leads to:

Lk = Lk−1 +
1
s2ϕ(rk)F−1

k BT
k ek − λ(1− α)F−1

k Lk−1 (22)

ek = Ak −BkLk−1 (23)

where ek is the prior error, rk is the posterior error. It should be noted that in (22), the update calculation
of TEPs requires the posteriori error rk as a known condition, but rk is not available when Lk is unknown.
Therefore, Lk and rk are interdependent. When Lk is unknown, the posterior error rk is approximately
replaced by the prior error ek, and ek is used to replace the unknown rk for calculation in (19) and (22).
Furthermore, (19) and (22) are rewritten as (24) and (25).

Therefore, the (20), (24), and (25) constitute the recursive calculation formula for the TEP estimation
of HU-PS. Its pseudo code is given in Figure 2.

F−1
k = (F∗k)

−1
−

1
s2ϕ(ek)(F∗k)

−1Bk · (I +
1
s2ϕ(ek)BT

k (F
∗

k)
−1Bk)

−1
BT

k (F
∗

k)
−1 (24)

Lk = Lk−1 +
1
s2ϕ(ek)F−1

k BT
k ek − λ(1− α)F−1

k Lk−1 (25)
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3. Simulation Verification

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the IEEE 118-bus system and IEEE 30-bus
system were used for the simulation verification. At the same time, to simulate the noise of PMU
measured data, a Gaussian distribution with the expected value of 0 and the standard deviation of 0.01
was added [25,31]. The node voltage and current were used as simulated PMU measurements.

Considering the influence of erroneous measurements on the accuracy of TEPs estimation,
two different scenarios were set in case I which was simulated on the IEEE 118-bus system. However,
when the system changes, it must also evaluate if the same level of accuracy can be obtained in the
TEPs. To this end, different system lateral changes were simulated in case II on the IEEE 30-bus system,
including the loss of generation capacity and branch cutting operations.

In TEP estimation, the classical RLS [11] and Huber’s M-Estimation [35] are popular because of
their strong adaptability. Therefore, the calculation result of HU-PS was compared with the above two
methods to verify its effectiveness. The parameters of the method were set as follows: ci = 1.5, d = 1.5,
λ = 10−8. The maximum absolute error (MAER) and mean absolute error (MAE) are adopted as the
evaluation indexes of the equivalent model, which are expressed as follows:

MAER = max
(
yi − y′i

)
(26)

MAE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣yi − y′i
∣∣∣∣∣∣yi

∣∣∣ (27)

where yi and y′i represent the results obtained from the equivalent model and the original model,
respectively. n is a variable, depending on the number of measurements.

3.1. Case I: Simulation Verification on IEEE 118-Bus System

As shown in Figure A1 (see Appendix A), this test was performed under the simulated
measurements of the IEEE 118-bus system, which maintained everything except the load at bus
51. The load at this bus was changed at the 30th or 40th second of both the magnitude of voltage and
current at this node, and was recorded and used as PMU measurements. The parameters were set as
follows: µ1 = 18, µ2 = 2.4, αmax= 1, αmin= 0.8. Two scenarios were set as follows:
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(1) Scenario 1: The voltage and current values at the 30th second increased to 4 times and 6 times,
respectively, and recorded as the leverage measurement. A fixed forgetting factor was applied in
Huber’s M-Estimation algorithm.

(2) Scenario 2: Increased the values at the 40th second to 6 times as outliers. A fixed forgetting factor
was applied in Huber’s M-Estimation algorithm.

To compare the accuracy of the above three methods, random disturbance was added to the
load at bus 51 (no more than 35%) in the original system, where everything else was kept constant.
Then power flow calculation was carried on the original IEEE 118-bus system and the two-node TE
systems. The voltage value of the original system was chosen as the real value, and the other voltage
values will be compared with it. The experimental simulation results were as follows.

3.1.1. Scenario 1: Leverage in the Measurement Data

Based on the data measured by PMU, the TEPs were calculated using HU-PS, RLS, and Huber’s
M-Estimation. The results are shown in Figure 3. It shows that the TEPs changed suddenly when
leverage appeared. However, the TEPs obtained by HU-PS returned to their original values as soon as
the change stopped, while the TEPs obtained by RLS and Huber’s M-estimation did not.
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Figure 3. TEPs obtained in case I scenario 1: (a) impedance, (b) voltage.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that RLS and Huber’s M-Estimation were very sensitive to the
measurement of leverage measurement. When the leverage measurement appeared at the 30th second,
the RLS error increased sharply and was affected by historical data, so it was not very easy to quickly
recover to the tracking state of the system. Compared with RLS, Huber’s M-Estimation could effectively
reduce the impact of leverage measurement, but there was still a significant deviation from the actual
value. In contrast, HU-PS effectively suppressed the interference of leverage measurement by using PS,
so it can be seen that the existence of leverage measurement did not significantly affect the estimation
of TEPs. In addition, because of the use of VFF, HU-PS could eliminate the impact of historical data in
time, and could accurately identify the TEPs of the system through new data, and track the system
status again.
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3.1.2. Scenario 2: Outlier in the Measurement Data.

The same as scenario 1, the TEPs were calculated and the results are shown in Figure 5. It shows
that the TEPs changed suddenly when the outlier appeared; however, the parameters obtained by
HU-PS returned to their original values as soon as the change stopped, while the parameters obtained
by other two methods did not.
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Figure 5. TEPs obtained in case I scenario 2: (a) impedance, (b) voltage.

As shown in Figure 6, due to the outliers, at the 30th second, different degrees of errors appeared
in the result of power flow calculation of the three equivalent methods. Because the Huber function
was used in Huber’s M-Estimation and HU-PS, compared with RLS, the influence of outliers could be
reduced to a certain extent. Additionally, compared with the other two methods, due to the use of VFF,
HU-PS had higher steady-state recognition accuracy, which could eliminate the influence of old data in
time, and the absolute error was smaller than the other two methods.
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As we can see from Table 1 and Figures 4 and 6, MAER appeared when there was erroneous
measurement. In both scenarios, the MAER of the HU-PS algorithm was the smallest, and it reduced
by 65.80% and 58.64%, respectively, compared with RLS and Huber’s M-Estimation, which shows that
the HU-PS algorithm in this paper had better robustness. In addition, compared with RLS and Huber’s
M-Estimation, MAE of HU-PS reduced by 97.46% and 96.22%, respectively, which indicates that the
accuracy of the HU-PS algorithm was higher.

Table 1. Errors of TEPs estimation in case 1.

Scenario Algorithm MAER (p.u.) MAE (p.u.)

1

HU-PS 0.0339 0.0007

RLS 0.0840 0.0276

Huber’s M-Estimation 0.0576 0.0185

2

HU-PS 0.0291 0.0008

RLS 0.1038 0.0356

Huber’s M-Estimation 0.0498 0.0167

Figure 7a,b, respectively, reflect the changes of the forgetting factor in the parameter estimation
process in the above two scenarios. It can be seen from Figure 7 that when the system was at the
stationary state, the forgetting factor fluctuated around 0.9. When there was an erroneous measurement,
the parameter estimation error increased sharply, and the forgetting factor rapidly decreased to an
appropriate value to forget the historical data. As the system stabilized, the forgetting factor quickly
returned to a very high value, thereby accurately tracking the system.
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3.2. Case II: Simulation Verification on IEEE 30-Bus System

As shown in Figure 8, this test was conducted by simulated measurements of IEEE 30-bus system.
In order to simulate the real-time fluctuation of user load, the load was set to increase at a rate of 4%,
and the load on the bus 16 changed at the 30th second of the voltage and current. These data were
recorded and used as PMU measurements. Considering the influence of erroneous measurements and
changes in system structure on the accuracy of TEPs estimation, two different scenarios were set in case
II. The parameters of the various methods were set as follows: µ1 = 2, µ2 = 0.4, αmax= 1, αmin= 0.8.
Two scenarios were set as follows:

(1) Scenario 1: selected the values at the 30th second as the original values, and increased the voltage
and current values to 2.8 and 20 times, respectively, as the leverage measurement. VFF was used
in the Huber’s M-Estimation algorithm. At the 60th second, the branch of node 26 was cut off.

(2) Scenario 2: selected the values at the 30th second as the original values and increased them by
4 times as the outliers. VFF was used in the Huber’s M-Estimation algorithm. At the 60th second,
the output of the generator of node 27 decreased.

To compare the accuracy of the above three methods, power flow calculations were performed
on the original IEEE 30-bus system and the two-node TE systems. The voltage value of the original
system was selected as the real value, and then the other voltage values were compared with the actual
value. The experimental simulation results were as follows.
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3.2.1. Scenario 1: System Branch Was Cut Off.

Base on the recorded data, the TEPs were calculated using HU-PS, RLS, and Huber’s M-Estimation.
The results are shown in the Figure 9. When leverage appeared in PMU, the TEPs changed significantly,
and the TEPs obtained by HU-PS were the least affected.
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Figure 9. TEPs obtained in case II scenario 1: (a) impedance (b) voltage.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that at the 30th second, due to leverage measurement, there were
certain errors in the power flow calculation results of the three equivalent methods. RLS was most
affected by erroneous data. Although Huber’s M-Estimation could not eliminate the effects of inaccurate
data completely, it could quickly return to the tracking state of the system after 30 s because of the
use of VFF. The HU-PS could not only track the system changes quickly and accurately, but the
absolute error was also smaller than the other two methods. In addition, since the bus 26 was cut
off at the 60th second and the system topology changed, the voltage amplitude of the power flow
calculation increased. The result of RLS for TE began to fluctuate. Huber’s M-Estimation showed
a larger deviation, and the state tracking could not continue. However, due to the application of
recursive theory, HU-PS could adjust in time according to the change of system topology and accurately
track the equivalent parameters of the system; the absolute error was also controlled in a small range,
and it had a dynamic performance.
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Figure 10. Values in scenario 1: (a) voltage magnitude, (b) absolute voltage magnitude error.

3.2.2. Scenario 2: The Output of the System Generator Was Reduced.

The same as scenario 1, the TEPs were calculated and the results are shown in Figure 11.
When outliers appeared in PMU, the TEPs changed significantly. However, the TEPs obtained by
HU-PS were also the least affected.
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Figure 11. TEPs obtained in case II scenario 2: (a) impedance, (b) voltage.

As can be seen from Figure 12, all three methods can track the system before outliers appear.
However, at the 30th second, these three equivalent methods were affected by outliers. The power
flow calculation of the TE models had a larger deviation than the actual value. Huber’s M-Estimation
and HU-PS used the forgetting factor to eliminate the negative effects of the old data in time and use
the new data to track the system. In addition, at the 60th second, the output of the generator at node 27
was reduced, and all three equivalent methods made corresponding responses. The calculation results
of the system power flow using the Huber’s M-Estimation deviated from the actual values and caused
substantial errors. However, HU-PS always tracked the state of the system with high accuracy.
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Figure 12. Values in scenario 2: (a) voltage magnitude, (b) absolute voltage magnitude error.

Similarly, Table 2 shows that compared with RLS and Huber, the MAE of HU-PS decreased
by 92.03% and 73.31%, and the MAER of HU-PS decreased by 42.52% and 39.17%, respectively.
Additionally, it also shows that the HU-PS algorithm proposed in this paper had good tracking ability
and adaptability when the system changed, of which MAE and MAER were the smallest in the
three methods.

In the above cases, there was a matrix inversion operation in the process of obtaining the node
TEPs using RLS and Huber’s M-Estimation estimates. Once the algorithm caused a singular or
pathological matrix, it would cause divergence problems, which would seriously affect the stability
and practicability of the algorithm. However, due to the regularization technique introduced in HU-PS,
the singularity of the matrix could be eliminated. It can be seen from the above simulation results that
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compared with the RLS algorithm and Huber’s M-Estimation algorithm, HU-PS had better adaptive
tracking ability and robustness compared with RLS and Huber’s M-Estimation algorithms. For outliers,
leverage values, and the system structure changes, HU-PS had higher precision for system Thévenin
parameter estimation.

Table 2. Errors of TEPs estimation in case 2.

Scenario Algorithm MAER (p.u.) MAE (p.u.)

1

HU-PS 0.0222 0.0011

RLS 0.0384 0.0115

Huber’s M-Estimation 0.0361 0.0044

2

HU-PS 0.0488 0.0021

RLS 0.0854 0.0329

Huber’s M-Estimation 0.0811 0.0074

4. Conclusions

This paper proposes an equivalent parameter identification algorithm based on VFFs and PS.
The functions of HU-PS algorithm are as follows:

(1) Huber function and PS are introduced to eliminate the influence of erroneous measurements and
model uncertainty in PMU measurement data.

(2) With the proposed VFF, the shortcomings of the fixed forgetting factor that converges slowly
when the system changes suddenly can be overcome, thereby further enhancing the real-time
tracking ability and adaptability of online estimation.

(3) The dynamic tracking ability and adaptability of the TEP solution algorithm are improved through
recursion theory.

Finally, the HU-PS algorithm proposed in this paper was simulated on the IEEE 118-bus system
and compared with the simulation results of RLS algorithm and Huber’s M-Estimation method,
which demonstrates the robustness and advantages of HU-PS to eliminate the adverse effects of
erroneous measurements. Simulation on the IEEE 30-bus system verifies that when the system
structure changes, compared with RLS algorithm and Huber’s M-Estimation algorithm, the HU-PS
algorithm can track the system changes in time and has better adaptability. In addition, using the
HU-PS algorithm, the relative errors decreased by 94.75% and 84.77% compared with RLS and Huber’s
M-estimation, respectively. In summary, when only PMU local measurement data are available, HU-PS
algorithm has higher accuracy and better robustness in TEP estimation.
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Figure A1. The topology of the IEEE 118-bus system. 
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